Credit Overlap

Three different kinds of credit overlap
Description tab: Credit Overlap

- Credit Overlap but no duplication of credit- courses overlap but departments and faculty will allow students to get credit for both courses
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Description tab: Credit Overlap

- Credit Overlap bi-directional (two or more course proposals have the same credit overlap)
- Students are not allowed to get credit for both or multiple courses
Description tab: Credit Overlap

- Credit overlap one directional (where one (first course) lists another course but the second course does not list the first course on the course proposal

Examples:

CS 005 credit overlap statement = Credit is not awarded for CS 005 if it has already been awarded for CS 010
CS 010 credit overlap statement = Credit is not awarded for CS 010 if it has already been awarded for CS 030
CS 030 does not have any credit overlap statement

OR

PHYS 134 credit overlap statement = Credit is not awarded for PHSY 134 if it has already been awarded for PHYS 132 or PHYS 133
PHYS 133 and PHYS 132 do not have a credit overlap statement.

OR

CHN credit overlap statement = Credit is awarded for only one of the following sequences: CHN 001, CHN 002, CHN 003, and CHN 004, and CHN 001, CHN 002, and CHN 020B; CHN 020A and CHN 020B

For the one directional statements it is crucial to look at the Catalog View to be sure you get the correct statement when entering into the Non-Standard Statement credit field
Credit Overlap Examples: one directional

CREDIT STATEMENT

Does this course content overlap with that of an existing course?  ○ Yes  ○ No

Standard Statement Credit is awarded for only one of
ADD CREDIT COURSE

Non-Standard Statement
Credit is not awarded for CS 005 if it has already been awarded for CS 010.

If the course content overlaps or duplicates the content of another course, describe the overlap or duplication:

Engineering states that you can take CS 005 and then CS 010, not the other way around.